THE WORLD’S MOST CONFIGURABLE 7" WINDOWS® TABLET, WITH INTEL® 6TH GENERATION CORE M5 PROCESSOR.

The Panasonic Toughpad® FZ-M1 is the fully rugged Windows® tablet, built to enable mission-critical mobile worker productivity without compromise. Powered by Windows® 10 Pro, the Toughpad FZ-M1 features a long life, user-replaceable battery and a daylight-readable, high-sensitivity multi-touch display for use with heavy gloves. With the broadest range of configuration options available in its class, the highly customizable Toughpad FZ-M1 is the ideal tool for today’s mobile workforce.

Panasonic recommends Windows.

TOUGH PAD FZ-M1

- MIL-STD-810G, 5’ Drop and All-weather IP65 Dust and Water-resistant Design
- User-replaceable Battery, Bridge Battery and Optional Long Life Battery
- Optional NFC, Ethernet, Serial, SmartCard, Magstripe, UHF RFID and Barcode Reader¹
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and Optional Dedicated GPS or 4G LTE Multi Carrier Mobile Broadband
- Industry leading driver packages for ease of deployment and support
## Power Management
- **Suspend/Resume Function**: Hibernation, Standby
- **Auto Power On**: GPS, Bluetooth

## Security Features
- **Password Security**: Supervisor, User, Hard Disk Lock
- **Kensington Lock Slot**
- **TPM 1.2**

## Accessories
- **AC Adapter (3-prong)**: CF-AA3734AM
- **Standard Battery Pack**: FZ-VZSU9W
- **Long Life Battery Pack**: FZ-VZSU9S
- **4-Bay Battery Charger**: FZ-VEBM11U
- **LIND Car Adapter**: CF-LNDCD120
- **LIND Car Adapter 90W (with USB Port)**: CF-LNDCDC90
- **LIND Car Adapter 90W M-LSTD**: CF-LNDCDC90
- **Hand Strap with Stylus Holder**: FZ-VSTM11U
- **Hand Strap (for Magstripe reader only)**: FZ-VSTM11S
- **Panasonic Shoulder Strap**: FZ-VNSM12U
- **ToughMate Always-on Case**: B2C1M4D-P
- **ToughMate Magstripe Case**: B2C1M65D-2L
- **Gloved Multi-Touch Stylus**: TBCM1HST-2L
- **Cradlepoint Router**: CP-IBR1100LPE-AT
- **Full Desktop Cradle**: CP-IBR1100LPE-VZ
- **Type-L**: FZ-VZBM2AU
- **Tether**: FZ-VZBM1U
- **7” Gloved Multi Touch LCD Protective Film**: FZ-VTR02U

Panasonic recommends Windows.

---

### Power Supply
- **Li-ion battery pack**: 7.2V, typical 3220mAh, min. 3120mAh
- **Long life battery**: 7.2V, typical 7100mAh, min. 6800mAh
- **Battery operation**: 9 hours
- **Standard battery**: 1 minute swap time
- **Battery charging time**: 2.5 hours off, 4 hours on
- **Optional long life battery**: 4.5 hours off, 6.5 hours on
- **AC Adapter**: 100-240V 50/60Hz, auto sensing/switching worldwide power supply

---

### Dimensions & Weight
- **Height**: 0.87” x 5.20” x 0.71”
- **Weight**: 2.2 lbs

---

### Integrated Options
- **Choice of 4G LTE multi-carrier mobile broadband with satellite GPS, or dedicated GPS**: UHF 900MHz RFID reader (EPIC Gen 2)
- **Choice of 1D/2D barcode reader (EA30), serial dongle, Ethernet, or 2nd USB 2.0 port**: UHF RFID readers are mutually exclusive. 1D/2D barcode reader, serial dongle, and Ethernet port are mutually exclusive.
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### Accessories
- **AC Adapter (3-prong)**: CF-AA3734AM
- **Standard Battery Pack**: FZ-VZSU9W
- **Long Life Battery Pack**: FZ-VZSU9S
- **4-Bay Battery Charger**: FZ-VEBM11U
- **LIND Car Adapter**: CF-LNDCD120
- **LIND Car Adapter 90W (with USB Port)**: CF-LNDCDC90
- **LIND Car Adapter 90W M-LSTD**: CF-LNDCDC90
- **Hand Strap with Stylus Holder**: FZ-VSTM11U
- **Hand Strap (for Magstripe reader only)**: FZ-VSTM11S
- **Panasonic Shoulder Strap**: FZ-VNSM12U
- **ToughMate Always-on Case**: B2C1M4D-P
- **ToughMate Magstripe Case**: B2C1M65D-2L
- **Gloved Multi-Touch Stylus**: TBCM1HST-2L
- **Cradlepoint Router**: CP-IBR1100LPE-AT
- **Full Desktop Cradle**: CP-IBR1100LPE-VZ
- **Type-L**: FZ-VZBM2AU
- **Tether**: FZ-VZBM1U
- **7” Gloved Multi Touch LCD Protective Film**: FZ-VTR02U

---

### Warranty
- **3-year limited warranty, parts and labor**

---

### aluminum alloy chassis encased with ABS and elastomer corner guards
- **Optional long life battery**: 4.5 hours off, 6.5 hours on
- **Standard battery**: 2.5 hours off, 4 hours on

---

### Safety
- **Power Management**
- **Suspend/Resume Function**: Hibernation, Standby

---

### Software
- **CPU**
- **Storage & Memory**
- **Display**
- **Audio**
- **Cameras**
- **Keyboard & Input**
- **Interface & Expansion**
- **Wireless**
- **Power Supply**
- **Duraability**
- **Software**
- **Durability**
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### Dimensions & Weight
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### Integrated Options
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### Accessories
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### Power Supply
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### Warranty
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### Power Management
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### Security Features
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### Components
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### Software
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### Durability
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### Software